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Imaginations of Pleasure: Against a History of Desire in
Kerala

Muraleedharan T.

Abstract

This paper seeks to explore some of the historical incidents that appear to have critically engaged with and,
perhaps, restructured the perceptions of sexuality in Kerala. The term sexuality here refers not only to the
relational practices but also to the imaginations of desirability and pleasure. Herein, the research will revisit
some well-known historical conjectures that appear to have crucially transformed the structures of desire in
Kerala. It explores the coherences, convenient classifications, and breakages through which sexuality and
desire have been historically and politically mapped in Kerala, delineating specific moments in the region’s
many time-spaces that posit contestations of established discourses on/of desire.

Keywords

Desire, Performativity, Sexuality, Gender, LGBTQIA+ Histories

Writing the Woman/Reader:
Reading, Gender and Self-Fashioning in

B. Kalyani Amma’s OrmayilNinnu

Meera C.

Abstract

Discourses and practices at the intersections of gender and reading have fascinated historians of reading
since the 1980s. The present paper seeks to analyse the reminiscences of reading in B. Kalyani Amma’s
(1884-1959) memoir OrmayilNinnu(1964), which recounts her distinct engagement with objects, spaces
and contexts of reading in the late 19th and early 20th century Travancore. The paper engages with the textures
and tensions in the narrative as the sites at which the non-unitary figure of the historical woman reader gets
articulated. It further places the fashioning of a gendered reader-self in the text against ideations of femininity
and propriety that emerged as crucial within discourses on women and reading during the time. Exploring
how the narrativisation of reading in the text becomes tied to gendered presumptions and prohibitions, the
paper looks at how, for historical women readers, the practice of reading and the textualisation of reading
experience becomes intricately linked to their conflicted negotiation of gender roles and their fraught
inhabitations of modernity.



Keywords

Woman Reader, History of Reading, Book History, Gender; Modernity, Keralam

Social Reform, Law, Gendered Identity Among An Op-
pressed Caste, the Ezhavas in Travancore

Meera Velayudhan

Abstract

Undoubtedly the most widespread mass movement that Travancore witnessed, the social reform movement
among Ezhavas arose in the context of the emergence of new social classes in Travancore from among non-
dominant castes and communities. The Ezhava social reform movement sought to unite all sections of their
caste through a common law of inheritance. As ‘low castes’ struggling to assert their identity and dignity, the
Ezhava social reform movement’s campaigns were directed not only towards enhancing the educational and
occupational status of the Ezhavas, but also to free them from the social shackles or customs, many of which
were considered as imitations from the upper castes. This paper looks at the discourse within the Ezhava
social reform movement in 1919 on matriliny, inheritance, form of marriage and the campaign for a law of
succession and marriage for Ezhavas which was predicated on a distinct construction of gender. The discourse
around the Ezhava Law Committee’s attempts to enact laws of inheritance, succession and form of marriage
suggest both an attempt to build a community identity, its ‘reputation’ and ‘status’ as well as the subordination
of women by controlling the relations, including property relations, between the sexes within the emerging
unit of the family.’

Keywords

Caste, social reform, matriliny, gendered identity, inheritance, property relations
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tI-c-f B-[p-\n-I-X-sb-°p-dn-®p-f-f s]m-Xp-I-¬∏-\-I-fn-epw A-°m-Z-an-I-N¿®-I-fn-epw \n-d-™p \n¬-°p-∂
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tI-c-fo-b B-[p-\n-I-X, Pm-Xn, Z-fn-Xv kv-{Xo-Xzw, Z-fn-Xv-˛-kv-{Xo cm-{„o-bw

Abstract

This paper critiques the tendency to exclude the widely present symbol of the caste body from popular
imaginaries and academic debates around Kerala modernity.  The paper seeks to redefine the influence of
caste structures and gender constructs on the cultural and epistemological roots of Malayali modernity. It
examines the possibilities of a politics that articulates the identity of the Dalit woman, and explores the role
it can play in resisting changing caste equations. 

Keywords

     Kerala Modernity, Caste, Dalit Womanhood, Dalit Feminist Politics

Cookbooks from Keralam: Creative Adaptations and In-
scriptions of

Alternative Modernities

 Gigy J. Alex

Abstract

Against the critical backgrounds of neo-postcolonialism and cultural studies, the cookbook genre may
be located as ‘disseminators’ of a specific modernity of taste that is closely tied to the circulation of feminine
identity, efficiency, and gender-expectations in Keralam. The micro-narratives that permeate food writing
are crucial to this endeavour, as food cultures, gastronomic principles, and genealogies of food mark a
significant area where  “recipes and cookbooks used food to familiarise housewives with the new logic of
the modern household” (Berger, 2013: 1632). The current paper studies the rhetorical strategies of the
cookbook, and its transformations of the architectural spaces of the kitchen, discourses on mechanisation
and new technologies, and its reification of ‘legitimate’ worldviews about social behaviour, family
management, and gendered roles in contemporary Keralam.

Keywords

Cooking, culinary modernities, feminine identity, cookbooks, gastronomy



Television Modernity and Mediated Femininities in
Keralam

Benita Acca Benjamin

Abstract

The introduction of television in Keralam in 1985 initiated new political and personal spaces and facilitated
rapid transitions in the cultural, economic, social, and political spheres. In the many interstices between the
histories of technological progress and socio-cultural negotiations are situated the multifarious ways in
which Malayali women viewed, absorbed and tackled the fleeting images on the television screen. The
political economies and gender dynamics in Keralam would give insight into the power structures that
mediated women’s engagements with television when it was first introduced. This paper attempts to look
into the ways in which television modernity introduced new terrains for articulating femininities, which
reflect the cultural economies and moral economies of the region. The paper will also attempt to understand
women’s relative position in the domestic hierarchy in and around the time when television was introduced
in the region. By studying the socio-economic changes that facilitated the reconfiguration of the domestic
space in Keralam, this paper attempts to contextualise the ways in which television, as an infotainment
platform, influenced the gendered anxieties and desires through the reaffirmation of idealised femininities.

Keywords

Television modernity, gender, domesticity, cultural economy

Theatre: Workplace and the
New Working Women

Sajitha Madathil

Abstract

This paper will aim to search the relationship between the twentieth century public sphere in Kerala that
was structured through the modalities of caste and patriarchy and the lives of actresses who negotiated this
space and these intersections, with gender as a seminal category. Public demonstration of education in the
liberal arts was sanctioned and applauded in many branches of theatrical performance and enhanced women’s
social and professional credibility. These interventions by early actresses in different directions slowly merged
the borders of the public and private spaces for women artists. Through the story of Palluruthy Lakshmi, this
paper finds answers to the following questions: What kind of resistance did actresses have to face from caste
and patriarchal hierarchical orders that governed the public spaces? How did early actresses take up this
challenge?



Keywords

Palluruthy Lakshmi, Kerala Social Reform Movement, Balan,
Malayala Sangeetha Natakam, Kerala Actresses
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Abstract

Great poet Vallathol Narayanamenon was renowned critic also, with original ideas in literary criticism.
The editorship of 'Athmaposhini' triggered the critic in him. Beyond reviews of books, he reached the field
of Principle of Literary criticism. This article aims at the analysis of the writings of Vallathol on criticism and
to denote his position as a critic.

Keywords

Book reviews, Review of Stories, Novels and Plays, Reviews of Translations, Metacriticism, Impartial
criticism, Criticism pointing at the merits and demerits
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Abstract

This is an article on the imaginative changes brought into Malayalam film industry by the renowned film
director K.G. George. His films are studied by critically analyzing them.Variety of experiments were con-
ducted by him to experience a change in Mollywood.  The male dominance in the Malayalam film industry
was   given a new turn by replacing them with powerful female characters.

Keywords

K.G. George, Malayalam film ( Mollywood) , commercial movies, feminist films, P.J. Antony, C.V.
Balakrishnan, Psycho thriller movies, Art movies.


